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From Autostrada A1 
Short instructions: 
From the Autostrada follow the signs towards Perugia. At Moiano, take the second left 
after the bank (you will immediately see the pharmacy to your right). Then turn right. At the 
end of the road follow the signs for Tenuta Le Coste. Arriving at Tenuta Le Coste you will 
find a gate and big cypress trees lining the road. Then follow the signs for Casa Garuda. 
(15.6 Kilometers total). 

Long instructions: 
1 ) From Autostrada A1, exit Chiusi Chianciano. After the toll booth turn right and head in 
the direction of Perugia. Continuing on SP146, you will pass Chiusi and Chiusi Scalo. After 
the bridge that overpasses the railroad tracks you will come to a roundabout (welcome to 
Umbria). Take the second exit and continue in the direction of Perugia. Take the second 
exit at the next roundabout continuing on SP146. You will pass Famila on the right. 
Continue on until you reach Moiano. 

2) At Moiano, take the second left after the bank. You will immediately pass the pharmacy 
on the right. Go right at the end of the road, bare left at the curve. Continue to the end. 
Turn left at the gravel road and enter the gates of Tenuta Le Coste. Continue up the hill 
through the Cypress trees. At the top of the hill you will see the first sign for Casa Garuda. 
Descend rapidly and then continue upwards. Continue past the first right, and shortly after 
bare to the right (at the Cypress Tree), go to the top of the hill, bare right, and then turn 
immediately to the left at the little Madonna shrine. Continue 1.1 kilometers to Casa 
Garuda, which is the first house on the left. (You will need to take a sharp left at Santa 
Maria Nuova and pass by Santa Maria on the right). Arriving at Casa Garuda, parking is 
the second driveway on the left. 

From Chiusi/Chianciano Train Station 
Tell the taxi driver to go to Casa Garuda, which they will probably know. Casa Garuda is 
located inside Tenuta Le Coste, which is a short distance from Moiano. (Price : 20 euros 
more or less) 


